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Background: Long-term treatment with the vitamin K antagonist warfarin is widely used
for the prevention of venous thrombosis and thromboembolism. However, vitamin K
antagonists may promote arterial calcification, a phenomenon that has been previously
studied in coronary and peripheral arteries, but not in extracranial carotid arteries. In this
observational cohort study, we investigated whether warfarin treatment is associated with
calcification of atherosclerotic carotid arteries.
Methods: Overall, 500 consecutive patients underwent carotid endarterectomy, 82
of whom had received long-term warfarin therapy. The extent of calcification was
assessed with preoperative computed tomography angiography, and both macroscopic
morphological grading and microscopic histological examination of each excised carotid
plaque were performed after carotid endarterectomy.
Results: Compared with non-users, warfarin users had significantly more computed
tomography angiography-detectable vascular calcification in the common carotid
arteries (odds ratio 2.64, 95% confidence interval 1.51–4.63, P < 0.001) and even
more calcification in the internal carotid arteries near the bifurcation (odds ratio 18.27,
95% confidence interval 2.53–2323, P < 0.001). Histological analysis revealed that the
intramural calcified area in plaques from warfarin users was significantly larger than in
plaques from non-users (95% confidence interval 3.36–13.56, P = 0.0018).
Conclusions:
Long-lasting warfarin anticoagulation associated with increased
calcification of carotid atherosclerotic plaques, particularly in locations known to be the
predilection sites of stroke-causing plaques. The clinical significance of this novel finding
warrants further investigations.
Keywords: carotid artery, warfarin, computed tomography angiography, histology, vascular calcification,
calcification
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INTRODUCTION
An atherosclerotic lesion in the internal carotid artery is a major
cause of cerebral ischemic stroke. Although many elements of
the underlying pathological processes of atherosclerosis, e.g.,
lipid accumulation and the inflammatory component, have been
well-characterized in developing atherosclerotic lesions (1), the
multifaceted roles of calcification in atherosclerotic lesions are
still debated and under investigation (2–5).
Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common sustained
arrhythmia (6) poses a significant risk for cerebral embolism,
which is most effectively prevented by anticoagulants (7–
9). Both warfarin and modern oral anticoagulants are
available and neurologists are frequently deciding on
anticoagulation on patients with AF, often with simultaneous
large artery atherosclerosis.
Warfarin has been claimed to have harmful effects on
the arterial wall. Evidence from experimental animals has
demonstrated that treatment with warfarin is linked to vascular
calcification (10, 11), with similar findings from preliminary
human studies (12–14). Human studies have suggested that
exposure to warfarin may increase calcification in coronary
arteries (15, 16), peripheral arteries (17), aorta (18), and aortic
valve leaflets (19).
However, there are only a few studies that have investigated
the association of warfarin and vascular calcification in carotid
arteries (20, 21), and none of them has studied vascular
calcification in extracranial carotid arteries. Hence, the present
clinical investigation was undertaken to evaluate the hypothesis
that chronic warfarin use is associated with vascular calcification
in atherosclerotic carotid artery disease. We examined the
preoperative computed tomography angiography (CTA) results,
macroscopic calcification of the dissected carotid specimens, and
histopathology of the plaques to determine the potential presence
of calcification, and the extent of different types of calcification.
The results obtained in users and non-users of warfarin therapy
were compared.

FIGURE 1 | Representative illustrations of calcification in angiograms (A,B)
and carotid endarterectomy samples for macroscopic observation (C,D). (A)
Shows calcification of the internal carotid artery (arrowhead); (B) shows that
calcification is present in the internal (upper arrowhead) as well as the common
carotid artery (lower arrowhead). (C) shows intramural calcification
(arrowheads); (D) shows luminal calcification (arrowhead). the angiograms and
endarterectomy samples do not refer to the same patients.

consent. All consenting eligible CEA patients, except for those
undergoing CEA during holiday periods, were recruited. There
was no randomization, and no study-related interventions were
performed. All patients were interviewed and examined before
CEA, except those patients who had emergency surgery, who
were interviewed postoperatively. Carotid plaques (CPs) were
collected immediately after CEA. Full methodological details
about the morphological and histological investigation of CPs
in these patients have been published previously (23). The study
was approved by the local medical ethics committee and all study
patients gave written informed consent. The data that support the
findings of this study are available from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This observational study was conducted at Helsinki University
Hospital (HUS) in Finland in collaboration with the departments
of neurology, vascular surgery, radiology, and pathology. Patients
were referred for CEA from the Hospital District of Helsinki
and Uusimaa (the total patient population in this district is
∼1.5 million) due to a moderate- or high-grade of carotid artery
stenosis, and the decision to perform CEA was based in each
case on the guidelines of the European Stroke Organization
(22). Between October 2012 and September 2015, we recruited
500 consecutive patients who were due to undergo CEA
because of advanced atherosclerotic carotid stenosis, either
symptomatic (typically following carotid territory neurological
symptoms) or asymptomatic (typically following carotid Doppler
ultrasound findings after non-specific cerebral symptoms).
Patients were recruited consecutively either by a research
assistant (S.K.) or a neurologist (P.I., K.N., L.S.). Exclusion
criteria were severe aphasia or inability to give informed
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Imaging Protocol
Before recruitment, most patients (n = 477) underwent multidetector carotid artery CTA. If a patient had contraindications
for CTA, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) of the carotid
arteries was performed instead. The Meilahti HUS CTA protocol
has been described in detail previously (24). Representative CTA
images of the internal carotid artery (ICA) and the common
carotid artery (CCA) calcification are shown in Figures 1A,B.
Imaging data were analyzed more extensively than required by
standard clinicoradiological evaluation guidelines. Carotid CTAs
were primarily analyzed at a 3D reformatting station (Advantage
Workstation, AW 4.4; GE Medical Systems) by two experienced
neuroradiologists (L.V., H.S.) together with a radiology resident
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of study patients.

Gender (male/female)
Age (median, years)

†

Warfarin users
(n = 82)

Warfarin non-users
(n = 418)

60/22

278/140

0.249

74.5

69.0

<0.0001*

P

Smoking

10 (12%)

147 (35%)

<0.0001*

Symptomatic carotid plaque

31 (38%)

293 (70%)

<0.0001*

Comorbidities
Atrial fibrillation

67 (82%)

19 (5%)

<0.0001*

Hypertension

64 (78%)

343 (82%)

0.035*

Diabetes

30 (37%)

137 (33%)

0.634

Hyperlipidemia

74 (90%)

381 (91%)

0.933

Coronary artery disease

47 (57%)

137 (33%)

0.025*

ASO

16 (20%)

70 (17%)

0.430

DM with medication

26 (32%)

131 (31%)

1.000

Dyslipidemia medication

80 (98%)

395 (95%)

0.403

ATR blocker

30 (37%)

152 (36%)

1.000

ACE inhibitor

29 (35%)

155 (37%)

0.900

Beta blocker

70 (85%)

207 (50%)

<0.0001*

Calcium channel blocker

23 (28%)

159 (38%)

0.103

Medication

FIGURE 2 | Representative images of calcification in histological samples. (A)
Shows histology of the intramural calcification and arrowheads point to areas
of calcification. (B) Presents the histology of luminal calcification (arrowheads).
For histology, the specimen was cut longitudinally. The luminal side is upward.
The scale bar is 500 µm.

†

Fisher’s exact test was used in all comparisons except for age, which was analyzed
using t-test.
Statin medication in all patients, expect for six who had only ezetimibe; of the patients
treated with ezetimibe, one also received warfarin and five were warfarin non-users.
ASO, peripheral arterial disease; DM, diabetes mellitus; ATR, angiotensin receptor; ACE,
angiotensin converting enzyme.
*Indicates statistically significant (p < 0.05).

(S.M.K.) specifically trained to analyze carotid CTAs; all were
blinded to warfarin treatment. Carotid MRAs were excluded
from the calcification analysis because of the high specificity of
CTA in visualizing calcified carotid artery structures. Thus, our
analysis focused on the visual grading of the amount of carotid
artery calcification.

lipid-like components. As for the CCA, one or two small spotlike calcifications in the plaque area were also allowed with
a limit of up to 0.5 mm. The ICA calcification (Figure 1A)
was graded as Class 1 if numerous small calcifications were
detected in the plaque area; however, the presence of lipid-like
components was not excluded from Class 1, even as a dominant
feature (heterogeneous plaque structure). In addition, this ICA
Class included calcifications observed as ring-like structures,
surrounding a lipid-containing stenotic plaque. Fully calcified
stenotic plaques with a uniform bulky calculus as the clear
dominant plaque feature were graded as Class 2.

Radiological Classification of Carotid
Calcification
The final classification of the carotid CTA calcification was
performed using the Impax workstation (AGFA Impax version
6.6.1.5003) from high-resolution calibrated medical monitors.
CCA and ICA were visualized from thin axial source images,
as well as from sagittal and coronal reformations. The CCA
was evaluated throughout its length, i.e., from the aortic arch to
the bifurcation level. However, the bifurcation area of the CCA
was included in the ICA grading. While the entire length of
the CCA was classified for calcification, the classification of ICA
calcification was limited to the length encompassed by the typical
operative extent of CEA.
CCA calcification (Figure 1B) was graded as Class 0 if no
significant calcification was seen along its course (one small spotlike calcification with an estimated diameter of 0.5 mm or less was
allowed) and as Class 1 if several small spot-like calcifications
or one larger calcification was detected. ICA calcification was
graded as Class 0 if the stenosing plaque did not contain any
calcification, and thus the domains predominantly contained
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Macroscopic Evaluation of Calcification
The carotid CEA specimens were photographed and
macroscopically evaluated based on their visual and
morphological characteristics, as previously described (23).
The macroscopic evaluations of the calcification revealed that in
a fraction of the specimens the entire calcification was located
intramurally, i.e., within the vessel wall, while in another fraction
of the specimens the calcification had broken the luminal surface
of the specimen and extended into the lumen. Accordingly,
two forms of CP calcification could be distinguished: purely
intramural calcification (Figure 1C) and calcification extending
into the lumen referred to as “luminal calcification” (Figure 1D).
Regarding the purely intramural location, the calcification was
graded into three categories: 0 = no calcified areas, 1 = small
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FIGURE 3 | Graphs showing the strength of association between variables in the multivariable model and the radiological evidence of calcification (A) and linear
regression results for the histological evidence of calcification (B). Female gender favored intramural calcification. CCA, common carotid artery; ICA, internal carotid
artery; CPC, carotid plaque calcification.

renal insufficiency, dyslipidemia, use of statin therapy, and use of
warfarin. The response variables were measures of calcification:
calcification of either the ICA or CCA in radiological analysis,
and intramural and luminal CP calcification in ex vivo
morphological analysis. Each hypothesis was tested on all these
calcification types. The results are reported only for the model
containing gender, age, smoking, and warfarin use because the
other variables did not reach statistical significance in the tested
models (except diabetes for luminal CP calcification, odds ratio
[OR] 1.16, P = 0.04).
The analysis was complicated by the fact that all warfarin
users had radiological calcification of the ICA. This phenomenon
is known as “separation.” For datasets that showed separation,
the usual maximum likelihood-based estimation of logistic
regression models does not allow customary estimation of
odds ratios or confidence intervals. Therefore, we estimated
the models using Firth’s bias-reduced logistic regression (26).
Firth’s method results in narrower confidence intervals than the
traditional logistic regression in a case of complete separation,
but they might still be much wider than what one is used
to encounter (27).
To determine the significance of the observed histological
effects, a linear regression analysis was performed. Histological
variables were measured on a percentage scale, which, however,
could not be successfully transformed to resemble a normal
distribution. Therefore, the significance was evaluated with a
permutation test.
All analyses were performed in R 3.3.1 (28). Firth’s method
was used as implemented in the add-on package logistf (29). A
P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant, and all reported

calcified areas, and 2 = large heavily calcified areas. The luminal
calcifications had broken the surface of the carotid plaque,
and they differed macroscopically from the purely intramural
calcifications in that they resembled coral reefs, as has also been
observed in calcified aortic walls (25). The coral-like projections
were graded dichotomously: 0 = no luminal calcification and
1 = luminal calcification.

Histopathology
Histopathological evaluation was carried out using one
representative longitudinal slice with two histological stains:
Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and Masson’s trichrome (MT).
Slices were fixed in 10% formalin for 2–4 days, decalcified in
EDTA-decalcifying solution for 1–4 weeks depending on the
level of calcification, dehydrated, and embedded in paraffin.
Sections (4-µm thick) from paraffin-embedded specimens were
stained automatically with HE and manually with MT stain.
Full details of the methodology have been reported previously
(23). Intramural calcification (Figure 2A) was approximated as
a percentage of the total plaque area, while luminal calcification
(Figure 2B) was quantified as a percentage of the luminal length
of the calcification from the total luminal plaque length in
the section.

Statistical Analysis
To determine the significance of the observed effects we
formulated multivariable logistic regression models and tested
a total of 12 different hypotheses. These models contained
different combinations of main effects for gender, age,
smoking, hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery disease,

Frontiers in Neurology | www.frontiersin.org
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TABLE 2 | Results of the multivariable logistic regression model for radiological calcification (upper) and macroscopic calcification (lower).
ICA†

CCA
Independent variable

OR

CI 2.5%

CI 97.5%

P

OR

CI 2.5%

CI 97.5%

P

(Intercept)

0.0150

0.0014

0.1591

0.0000*

0.0366

0.0021

0.4795

0.0105*

Gender

0.8208

0.4950

1.3610

0.4440

1.3739

0.7147

2.7583

0.3467

Age

1.0360

1.0048

1.0680

0.0230*

1.0650

1.0289

1.1080

0.0002*

Ex-smoker

1.9372

1.0484

3.5797

0.0350*

2.2587

1.0168

5.0213

0.0455*

Current smoker

2.4842

1.2128

5.0887

0.0130*

1.5385

0.6888

3.4165

0.2905

Warfarin

2.6425

1.5088

4.6282

0.001*

18.2727

2.5307

2323.1240

0.0006*

Intramural CP calcification
Independent variable

Luminal CP calcification

OR

CI 2.5%

CI 97.5%

P

OR

CI 2.5%

CI 97.5%

P

(Intercept)

0.0284

0.0027

0.3022

0.0030*

0.1027

0.0159

0.6624

0.0170*

Gender

1.8804

1.0446

3.3851

0.035*

1.6705

1.1032

2.5296

0.0150*

Age

1.0596

1.0265

1.0936

0.0000*

1.0085

0.9843

1.0333

0.4930

Ex-smoker

1.8252

0.9459

3.5219

0.0730

1.3215

0.8002

2.1823

0.2760

Current smoker

1.2530

0.6287

2.4969

0.5220

1.5124

0.8543

2.6772

0.1560

Warfarin

1.8235

0.7838

4.2428

0.1630

1.6273

0.9704

2.7290

0.0650

All response variables were categorical: 0 = no calcification, 1 = calcification detected.
†
Fitted using Firth’s bias-reduced logistic regression to compensate for separation. Unusually wide confidence intervals stem from the complete separation present in the data.
OR, Odd’s ratio; CI, confidence interval; CCA, common carotid artery; CP, carotid plaque; ICA, internal carotid artery.
*Indicates statistically significant (p < 0.05).

warfarin users (57 vs. 33%, P = 0.025) than non-users, but
hypertension was less common (78 vs. 82%, P = 0.035, Table 1).
Consistent with the expected high frequency of AF among
warfarin users (82 vs. 5%, P < 0.001), the use of beta-blocking
medication was also more common than in non-users (85 vs.
50%, P < 0.001). Warfarin users tended to have tighter carotid
stenosis than non-users (degree of stenosis 69.4 vs. 63.7%), but
this difference was not statistically significant. Given the nominal
effects of warfarin in preventing thromboembolism, it was an
expected finding that patients on warfarin had less symptomatic
carotid stenosis than non-users (31/82 = 38 vs. 293/418 = 70%,
P < 0.001). CP calcification, as observed in CTAs, was not
associated with the symptom status of the plaque.
In multivariable analyses (Table 2), age was significantly
associated with increased vascular calcification in CCAs (OR
1.04, 95% CI 1.01–1.07, P = 0.023, Figure 3A) and in ICAs (OR
1.07, 95% CI 1.03–1.11, P < 0.001, Figure 3A). Smoking had
a similar effect: Vascular calcification was increased in CCAs
among ex-smokers (OR 1.94, 95% CI 1.05–3.58, P = 0.035,
Figure 3A) and current smokers (OR 2.48, 95% CI 1.21–
5.09, P = 0.013, Figure 3A). However, the association between
smoking and vascular calcification in ICAs was not uniform, as
a significant association was seen among ex-smokers (OR 2.26,
95% CI 1.02–5.02, P = 0.046, Figure 3A) but not among current
smokers. Other risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes, renal
insufficiency, and dyslipidemia were not associated with vascular
calcification in CCAs or ICAs, nor was statin use (Table 1). All
variables that reached statistical significance were included in the
multivariable statistical model.
Our core observation of increased CTA-detectable vascular
calcification in warfarin users prompted closer macroscopic
investigation of ex vivo CEA specimens, and examination

confidence intervals (CIs) had a 95% coverage. Only complete
cases, with no missing observations in the explanatory variables,
were used for analyses.

RESULTS
Of the 500 study patients, 82 had received warfarin due to AF; the
median duration of warfarin therapy was 1.6 years. Because the
duration of warfarin therapy was not significantly associated with
the degree of calcification, a dichotomous parameter describing
warfarin therapy was used in the statistical analysis: 0 = the
patient had never received warfarin therapy and 1 = the
patient had received warfarin therapy for any period of time.
Among all patients, 324 had a symptomatic CP, 102 had an
asymptomatic CP, and in 74 cases it was uncertain whether
the symptomatology was related to the CP. A small number of
study patients did not undergo CEA, or their clinical data were
missing, and accordingly, 479 patients (and CPs) were included
in the multivariable analyses. For some patients, carotid artery
MRA was performed instead of CTA; hence, 457 patients were
included in the radiological data analyses and histological data
were available for 477 CPs. The characteristics of the study
patients are presented in Table 1.
Warfarin use was associated with increased vascular
calcification, as observed in carotid artery CTAs (Figure 3A).
Warfarin users had significantly more vascular calcification in
their CCAs (OR 2.64, 95% CI 1.51–4.63, P = 0.001, Figure 1B)
and markedly more in their ICAs (OR 18.27, 95% CI 2.53–2323,
P < 0.001, Figures 1A, 3A, Table 2). The CCA calcifications
were generally small and non-stenosing, whereas those in the
ICA were more prominent and associated with the stenosing
CP. Coronary artery disease was observed more frequently in
Frontiers in Neurology | www.frontiersin.org
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TABLE 3 | Results of the multivariable linear regression model for histological calcification.
Intramural CP calcification
Independent variable
(Intercept)
Gender

Effect

CI 2.5%

−10.5556

−27.9381

7.5644

3.5092

Luminal CP calcification

CI 97.5%

P

Effect

CI 2.5%

CI 97.5%

6.8269

0.9999

−3.6407

−17.4078

10.1264

0.9277

11.6197

0.0001*

0.5453

−2.6665

3.7571

0.3669
0.0694

P

Age

0.2516

0.0230

0.4803

0.0156*

0.1310

−0.0500

0.3121

Ex-smoker

5.8842

1.1381

10.6303

0.0083*

−0.4726

−4.2316

3.2863

0.6018

Current smoker

4.1863

−1.2210

9.5936

0.0692

0.0210

−4.2617

4.3036

0.4982

Warfarin

8.4588

3.3606

13.5570

0.0018*

1.6758

−2.3621

5.7136

0.2022

*Indicates statistically significant (p < 0.05).

(Table 3). The lack of a correlation may reflect incomplete
recovery of luminal calcifications, which easily detach during
histological sample preparation.

of whether differential morphological distributions of CP
calcification could be found. Although intramural CP
calcification was more often observed in warfarin users
(Figure 1C) than non-users (93 vs. 81%, Fisher’s exact
test P = 0.009), this difference did not reach statistical
significance in multivariable analyses (OR 1.82, 95% CI 0.78–
4.24, P = 0.163, Table 2). Occasionally, distinct coral reef-like
luminal calcifications were also observed in CPs (Figure 1D),
as has been found in human aortas (25). In ex vivo analysis, the
luminal calcifications protruded from the vessel wall like coral
reefs and crumbled into small sand-like grains when cut by a
scalpel, whereas the intramural CP calcifications resided within
the vessel wall in a laminar fashion and were usually very solid
and difficult to cut. Warfarin use tended to be associated with
luminal CP calcification (43% calcification in warfarin-users
vs. 32% in non-users, Fisher’s exact test P = 0.069), and this
tendency persisted in multivariable analysis (OR 1.63, 95% CI
0.97–2.73, P = 0.065; Table 2).
In multivariable analyses of macroscopic CP calcifications,
female gender was associated with increased intramural
calcification (OR 1.88, 95% CI 1.04–3.39, P = 0.035) as well as
with luminal calcification (OR 1.67, 95% CI 1.10–2.53, P = 0.015;
Table 2). Age increased intramural calcification (OR 1.06, 95%
CI 1.03–1.09, P < 0.001) but not luminal calcification. Other
risk factors including smoking, hypertension, renal insufficiency,
dyslipidemia, and statin use were not statistically significantly
associated with either intramural or luminal CP calcification.
In multivariable linear regression analysis of histological
staining, the intramural calcified area of the carotid specimen was
8.5% larger in warfarin users compared with non-users; warfarin
use was significantly related to intramural CP calcification (effect
size 8.46, 95% CI 3.36–13.56, P = 0.0018, Figures 2A, 3B,
Table 3). In most CEA specimens, intramural calcification was
observed within the atherosclerotic plaque, and only occasionally
were minor calcifications observed in the medial layer backing
the plaque. In addition, calcification was clearly deposited
and mature in the atherosclerotic plaques of warfarin users.
Females (7.6%, 95% CI 3.51–11.62, P = 0.0001) and ex-smokers
(5.9%, 95% CI 1.14–10.63%, P = 0.0083) had more intramural
CP calcifications, while older patients had less intramural
CP calcifications (0.25%, 95% CI 0.02–0.48, P = 0.0156;
Figure 3B). A correlation between warfarin use and luminal
CP calcifications was not confirmed by histological analysis

Frontiers in Neurology | www.frontiersin.org

DISCUSSION
This is the first report on increased carotid plaque calcification
in patients on warfarin therapy. The association was strongest
for radiologically determined calcification in the ICA (OR 18.27,
95% CI 2.53–2323, P < 0.001). The results confirm the previously
observed association between calcification and warfarin use in
other arterial beds in animal models (10, 11, 16), as well as
in humans (12–19). In these human studies, such association
was observed in coronary arteries (15, 16), peripheral arteries
(medial pattern of calcification) (17), aorta (18), and aortic valve
leaflets (19).
The pathology underlying atherosclerotic calcification is still
unclear. Multiple sources of calcium have been proposed,
including (a) apoptosis of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) or
macrophages; (b) release of matrix vesicles, resembling bone
formation; (c) diminished inhibition of calcification through
deficiency of circulating mineralization inhibitors; and (d) bone
generation resulting from perturbed differentiation of vascular
SMCs or stem cells (3, 30–35). Furthermore, despite the longterm use of the vitamin K antagonist warfarin (since the
1950s), it took more than half a century to discover that this
anticoagulant also affects the mineralization process of both bone
and soft tissues (36). In fact, a preventive role for vitamin K
in cardiovascular disease has been proposed based on its action
as an activator of matrix Gla protein, a calcification inhibitor
that is also expressed in vascular tissue (37). We realize that
our methodology and findings do not permit elucidation of
the mechanistic pathways leading to carotid artery calcification
in our cohort. However, the present data revealed an ∼20fold increase in the occurrence of calcification in association
with warfarin therapy, which accords with the notion that
extended suppression of vitamin K-dependent vascular matrix
Gla protein plays an important role in the calcification of
atherosclerotic plaques.
The prognostic implications of CP calcification relative to
subsequent vascular events have been investigated in several
studies and with variable results. Allison and co-workers
evaluated computed tomography scans from 4,544 patients and
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It has been acknowledged, however, that although
atherosclerosis is a systemic disease, its burden is not
similar across different vessel beds (38, 48). Moderate to
strong correlations have been found between calcification in
coronary arteries, aortic arch, and carotid arteries, implying that
assessment of the amount of calcification in one arterial bed only
gives a rough estimate of calcification in other atherosclerosissusceptible arterial segments (49). Although all subjects in
our study undergoing CEA had variable manifestations of
long-standing general atherosclerotic disease and advanced
stenosing carotid artery plaques, no significant difference in the
degree of carotid stenosis was found between warfarin users and
non-users. Since the degree of stenosis roughly reflects plaque
size and therefore also disease stage, the above finding suggests
that calcification reflected differences in the biochemical and
pathophysiological processes in plaques derived from different
patients rather than merely the stage of the disease.
The association between warfarin use and increased vascular
calcification is a concern because of the wide use of warfarin,
especially in patients with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease,
and the positive association between arterial calcification and
vascular events and all-cause mortality (38). Our data do not
establish whether calcification should be considered a marker
of a vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque or rather a sign of
plaque evolution toward “end-stage” stabilization and hence
a better prognosis. We observed that although the CPs were
more calcified in warfarin users than in non-users, in the user
group there were fewer symptomatic plaques (38 vs. 70%, P
< 0.0001). This finding may imply that arterial calcification
signifies in situ plaque stabilization, at least in the carotid arterial
segment studied here. However, during anticoagulation, the
thromboembolic event originating from the plaque may have
been prevented, which may have at least partially concealed
the underlying atherosclerotic vasculopathic process and its
prothrombotic and thromboembolic potential.
Finally, the clinical significance of our findings and the
potential additional impact of accelerated calcification on the
evolution of carotid disease remain to be determined. However,
the results of this study reveal that warfarin use is associated
with calcification of carotid atherosclerotic plaques present in the
bifurcation area, i.e., in the predilection site of stroke-causing
plaques. Further investigations may also address the evolution
of carotid calcification in patients on anticoagulants lacking an
effect on vitamin K.

examined the presence of calcium in different arterial beds;
the authors observed that, depending on the major artery
involved, the calcification had differential prognostic effects.
Thus, calcifications in the carotid arteries and in the thoracic
aorta showed the most robust association with poor patient
survival, the carotid calcification showing statistically significant
hazard ratio (HR) values for premature all-cause death which
ranged from 1.60 to 1.96 in multivariable models (38). In the
Northern Manhattan study, CP calcification of 1,118 stroke-free
subjects was assessed using high-resolution B-mode ultrasound.
Patients with CP calcification had a significantly increased risk
for combined vascular outcome (HR 2.5, 95% CI 1.0–5.8)
compared to patients without plaques (39). Of note, Henein
et al. found that long-term statin therapy accelerated coronary
artery calcification; however, despite this increase in coronary
calcification, the number of coronary events did not increase
suggesting plaque repair and stabilization during statin treatment
(40). In the present study, inclusion of statin use as a variable in
the multivariable analysis did not affect the major observation,
hence calcification in our study population was not explained by
statin use.
In our cohort, the majority (83%) of calcifications represented
the intramural type i.e., they were mainly located within
the atherosclerotic plaques. Some calcifications showed
the gross morphological features of coral-like calcification
(luminal calcification), which tended to be overrepresented
in warfarin users (P = 0.065). The clinical significance of
calcification, i.e., its role in determining the vulnerability of
an advanced atherosclerotic plaque, is still under investigation
(4, 35, 41). Generally, calcium in atherosclerotic plaques has
been linked with stability (42, 43), but evidence suggests that
microcalcifications (typically 10 µm in diameter) derived from
dying macrophages or SMCs in thin fibrous caps may trigger
plaque rupture through locally increased stress, caused by the
mismatch in material properties between the microcalcifications
and the fibrous tissue present in plaques (41, 44–46). The
different macroscopic and histological appearances of the
calcification may represent different pathophysiological
processes, in line with suggestions by other investigators (47),
and may have different prognostic value. We realize that the
results of each of the calcification grading method used in the
present work yielded somewhat arbitrary results. However,
all three different gradings complemented each other and
provided as multifaceted picture of the phenotypes of the
calcification process.
It could be argued that patients on warfarin had more
advanced atherosclerotic disease in general and hence also more
calcification in their carotid arteries, i.e., the association observed
could be confounded by the indication. Indeed, there was a slight
overrepresentation of coronary artery disease (Table 1) among
warfarin users in this study. Importantly, our results are in line
with previous findings by Peeters et al. who found that vascular
(aortic) calcification was increased in AF patients who used a
vitamin K antagonist (warfarin), and that such association was
not present in AF patients taking one of the new direct oral
anticoagulants that are non-vitamin K antagonists (18).
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